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In connection with our research project on diachronic and synchronic variation in Low Saxon,
we investigate dialect similarity in 19th and 21st century Low Saxon based on data from Germany
and the Netherlands. Traditionally, Low Saxon dialect classification has mostly been based on
phonological and morphological traits, like the ones presented by Schröder (2004). In this study,
however, we are focusing on the orthographic and the (morpho-)syntactic side and compare how
these relate to each other and to the more traditional classifications.

The majority of our dataset is taken from the the LSDC dataset (Siewert et al., 2020), from
relevant prose texts from Leopold and Leopold (1882)1 and the Twentse Taalbank (van der Vliet,
2021). Our overall dataset covers eight dialect regions from the 19th, 20th and 21st century, but
in this study, we use the 19th and 21st century data from the five major West Low Saxon dialect
groups: Dutch North Saxon, German North Saxon, Dutch Westphalian, German Westphalian
and Eastphalian. Overall, these consist of 34,460 sentences and 345,131 tokens from the 19th

century, and 44,740 sentences and 740,849 tokens from the 21st century which we have converted
to CoNLL-U format and automatically PoS tagged.

One interesting area to pay attention to with respect to dialect distance is the Dutch-German
border. Like Goossens (2019) observed, the Low Saxon dialects along the border have started to
diverge under the influence of the majority languages. According to him, this divergence is most
pronounced at the lexical level, but convergence towards the majority language has also been
attested in phonology, morphology and syntax. While studies on the divergence of dialects along
the border often focus on the occurrence and frequency of particular traits based on interviews, cf.
Smits (2011), this study addresses the overall (dis)similarity in prose texts.

Dialect similarity at the orthographical level based on character n-grams will be compared
to dialect distance based on PoS tag sequences to investigate if these lead to different dialect
groupings. Malmasi and Zampieri (2017) observed in their experiments for identifying Swiss
German dialects that approaches based on character n-grams outperform word-based ones and, in
their study on British dialects, Wolk and Szmrecsanyi (2016) have employed part-of-speech n-grams
for corpus-based dialectometry concluding that this approach can achieve results comparable to
manually selected features. We will combine these with clustering approaches on the one hand
and principal component analysis (PCA) on the other hand.

As in the 19th century, school education and majority language media played a smaller role in

1Digitised by dbnl: https://dbnl.nl/tekst/leop008sche00_01/
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everyday life compared with today, we hypothesize that the effect of language contact with Dutch
and German is less visible in the morphology and syntax of 19th century Low Saxon, even though
the border is probably already clearly discernable at the orthographic level. Therefore, we will
investigate how these results compare to more modern data from the 21st century.
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